
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

He must know now that he _____________________, and could not be far
ahead.
1.

(follow)
was being followed

Down at the camp the horses _________________ in.2. (lead)were being led

An explanation of the method __________________ one day, when
walking with a friend.
3.

(give)
was being given

Of course she knew immediately that she ____________________.4.
(pursue)

was being pursued

Then, too, something told him that they _____________________.5. (watch)were being watched

He felt that he ____________________ with a kind of respect and
consideration.
6.

(treat)
was being treated

In fact, his fate ____________________.7. (decide)was being decided

As I ____________________ across I saw him lolling in the stern-sheets of
a little boat, the sun crowning his straw hat with glory.
8.

(ferry)
was being ferried

In some mysterious way it seemed that through him the dead young wife
___________________.
9.

(serve)was being served

More probably the train _________________ just for some party on the
boat.
10.

(hold)
was being held

All the inhabitants appeared to be porters: women were transporting on
their backs baskets full of soil; hay ___________________ to the stables;
burden-bearers were coming and going upon the road: we were told that
there are only three horses in the place.

11.

(back)

was being backed

She would not even remain in the room while the matter
______________________.
12.

(discuss)was being discussed

Child, you loved him the other night while your head
___________________.
13.

(wash)was being washed
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Something ______________________ with great interest and moment.14.
(discuss)

was being discussed

Meanwhile work was going steadily forward and some impression
_________________.
15.

(make)was being made

His fellow prisoner ____________________ in.16. (bring)was being brought

Milt felt that he _______________________ foully.17. (deal with)was being dealt with

The would-be suicide __________________ out of the court-a shambling
drab figure with shoulders hunched.
18.

(take)
was being taken

It ___________________ with small regard for the speed laws.19. (drive)was being driven

But it ______________________, as yet.20. (not/try)was not being tried
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